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Basic/Beginner Rider Course Curriculum Inquiry
Hello,
Does anyone offer more than one *Basic / Beginner Rider Course curriculum*
in their respective State, which may upon successful completion be used to
waive either the written and or skills tests and allow a student to get their
motorcycle license or endorsement?
For example,here in Colorado the only two curriculum utilized, that upon
successfulcompletion may be used to waive all testing, are the MSF BRC and
the BRC 2-License waiver.

MINNESOTA
Just the BRC 2013 in Minnesota.

~Bill Shaffer
OREGON
Hi Emiliano—
In Oregon there are two license waiver courses available:
Basic Rider Training (BRT) – 3 day course for beginners, required course for
those under 21 Intermediate Rider Training (IRT) – 1 day course for those
with limited prior experience, only those over 21 can get license waiver with
completion.

~Michele O’ Leary
PENNSYLVANIA
In Pennsylvania, a skills test waiver and M Class license may be obtained
through successful completion of the BRC, BRC2 or 3WBRC.

~John Zimmerman
VERMONT
In Vermont individuals may obtain a motorcycle endorsement by successfully
completing a BRC or BRC2 License Waiver.

~Paul Graves
MARYLAND

Not sure why folks refer to these bills as "red light running".

These bills

~Phil Sause
VIRGINIA
Emiliano, Here in VA we waive the written and skill test for the basic rider
course and Evergreen Safety basic sidecar/trike course.

~Bruce Biondo
WASHINGTON
Good morning Emiliano,
In Washington, for 2-wheel, the BRC, IRT (Intermediate Rider Training), ERC,
and Rider’s Edge courses all qualify as license endorsement waiver courses
and for 3-wheel, S/TEP and S/TEP advanced both qualify as license endorsement
waiver courses. We include our state knowledge and skills tests as part of
the training courses that must both be passed in order to pass the training
course. Upon successful completion of any of these courses, the rider can
obtain their endorsement. We do allow for other curriculums to be used if we
have first reviewed and approved the curriculum as meeting our minimum
standards. Hope this is what you were looking for.

~Andrea Nygard
MISSOURI
In Missouri only the MSF BRC is accepted for waiver. The waiver is only
good for the skills test. Applicants still have to pass a written at the
DMV.

~Ray Pierce
RHODE ISLAND
Ditto for RI

~Despina Metakos
MICHIGAN
Michigan accepts the MSF BRC and the Returning Rider BRC as skill test waiver
certificates.

~Joe Kelly
MICHIGAN
Same here in Michigan. The MSF BRC and RRBRC completion can waive the skills
test here.

~Chad Teachout
CONNECTICUT
CT will offer the MSF BRC and the BRC update in 2015 concurrently, depending
on whether or not Instructors have gone through and passed a TRCP.

~Nicholas Just

